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SPA & HOT TUB MAINTENANCE KIT 
CSV823

The Ultimate spa cleaning and maintenance accessory pack.

Kit Includes:
• Spa-Vac Underwater Vacuum and Venturi Pump
• Spa Scoop
• Spa Brush 
• Scum Absorbing Disc 
• Telescopic Accessory Pole

MAINTENANCE

SPA-VAC
CSV605 

This unique underwater vacuum and  
Venturi pump allows you to quickly clean  
or empty your spa or hot tub.

Box Includes:
• Supa-Vac Underwater Vacuum
• Venturi Pump attachment
• Filter Sock 
• Retaining Clip 
• 2.5m Drainage Hose
• 1.2m Telescopic Pole



On and Off 
Thumb Control

Lever
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WATER-WAND
CARTRIDGE FILTER
CLEANER
CWL052

This device drastically reduces  
the time, effort and mess 
involved in cleaning cartridges.  
Eight fingers and 8 fan nozzles  
open and clean 8 pleats at one time.

WATER-WAND PRO
CARTRIDGE FILTER  
CLEANER
CWL056

Effectively emits fine, concentrated jets  
of water, into individual filter pleats.  
Uses less time and water than traditional 
means. Thumb control lever for single hand  
operation and easy flow adjustment.  
Regular filter cleaning achieves maximum 
filtration results and extends filter life. 

Water Jets
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MAINTENANCE

SPA GLOVE
MSG001

Allows you to clean & protect the spa or hot tub all in one go. 
This glove uses microfibre technology to lift dust & dirt from 
surfaces with a soft touch, preventing scratches and 
tarnishing.

SPA COVER WIPES 
MCW025 - 50 Pack 

Designed to clean your spa/hot tub cover removing 
dirt and stains without the need of additional 
cleaning agents.

SPA SPONGE
LMS001

Non-scratch walnut shell scouring pad for cleaning dirt and 
scum whilst polishing spa surfaces.

NEW MEASURING JUG
MCJ005

Transparent plastic jug with graduated increments  
that allows you to quickly  
measure spa chemicals  
accurately to reduce over  
dosing of spa chemistry or 
wasting chemicals.
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SPA DISC SCUM REMOVER
MSD111  

Specifically designed for spas and hot tubs, Spa Disc  
soaks up and removes body fats, oils and suntan lotion.  
Prevents the build up of scum lines.

SPA ABSORB-IT
MSD501- Single

Helps to eliminate scum lines and foaming. 
Absorbs and collects dirt, skin, oils, lotions, 
cosmetics  and other organic matter 
contaminating the water. Improves filtration 
efficiency when placed in a clean spa or hot tub. 
 Includes cord to easily draw from water.

MAGIC FOAM
SCRUBBING SPONGE
LMS004 

Life Magic Foam scrubbing sponge has a fine pore structure
that helps to remove dirt and stains without additional
cleaning agents.  
 
It also assists in the removal of scale build-up,
mould and scum deposits around your spa, pool,
outdoor furniture and pool covers.
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MAINTENANCE 

SPA & HOT TUB BRUSH 
CBL392 

The first brush specifically designed for spas and hot tubs. 
Features soft bristles, curved shape to brush out the contoured  
shapes of a spa interior and rubber edges to prevent damage to  
the spa surface.

SPA POLE TELESCOPIC 
HANDLE
CTH913 - 1.2m

A quality fluted aluminium telescoping pole suitable 
for all ‘Life’ spa and hot tub cleaning accessories. 
Spa pole telescopic  handle is 1.2m.

SPA FOOT BATH 
LFB012 

Aids prevention of grit from being carried into the pool,  
spa and hot tub. Reduce the frequency of cleaning by 
simply filling with fresh water.
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SPA LEAF SKIMMER
CLS100

Curved design for optimal skimming with rubber over mold 
front scraper. Comes with a puncture resistant net and a 
3 section telescopic pole  0.92m - 1.53m.

EXTENDA SPA-SKIM
CLS010

Designed and packaged specifically for spas and hot tubs. 
Comes complete with  its own 1.2m telescopic pole.

SPA & HOT TUB SCOOP 
CSL083               

The first Surface Rake specifically designed 
for spas and hot tubs. Features a round shape  
to suit the contours of a spa interior and 
rubber edges to prevent damage 
to the spa surface.

Puncture
Resistant Net

* Attaches to Spa Telescopic Handle
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ACCESSORIES & LIFESTYLE

DELUXE SPA & HOT TUB  
THERMOMETER
MTH700

Corrosion resistant chrome and brass body with durable glass sealed 
scale. Includes anchor and cord for easy mounting and accessibility 
with dual reading °C and °F.

SPA DISPENSER
MDI802 Deluxe Spa Bromine Feeder 

Life Spa Dispensers are ideal for spas/hot tubs and small pools.  
Features easy access for bromine tablet refill without the need 
to re-adjust the feeder or fully unwind the stem.  
Has fully adjustable flow and erosion control and 
comes with float and tie string. 
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SPA TRAY TABLE
LST500

The Life Tray Table comes with
adjustable legs to allow the
tray table to fit securely to
most makes of spas and hot
tubs walls.

Tray Table Dimensions:
24.10 cm (L) x 45.70 cm (W)

Protective
Strips

Universal
Adjustment

Drainage
Holes

PLAYING CARDS
MPC052 

Unique transparent playing cards made from durable  
waterproof PVC. They'll shuffle and split time and  
time again and not stick together.

SPA & HOT TUB BAR
LLB100

A floating refreshment bar 
designed specifically for spas  
and hot tubs. Features water filled 
ballast to enable the bar to sit  
stable on the spa edge or float 
steadily in the water. 
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LIFESTYLE

DELUXE INFLATABLE SPA BAR
LLB200

This Spa Bar has a large storage center section with cover for 
goodies. Features six beverage holders with colour selection 
so everyone can keep track of their drink. The buoyant design 
means that the Spa Bar won’t tip  over as you handle  
your drink.

Spa Bar Dimensions:
50 cm (L) x 42 cm (W)

NEW

HEADREST PILLOW
LSP202 Black with Black Stitching
LSP302 Grey with Grey Stitching

Luxurious vinyl headrest with soft foam insert. Weighted back for placing 
virtually anywhere in the spa for additional comfort and relaxation. 

Headrest Pillow Dimensions:
28.50 cm (L) x 85 cm (H)  

NEW
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DELUXE SPA  
SEAT CUSHION
LSS250

Keeps you comfortable, allowing you to sit higher.  
Ergonomic seat for maximum comfort.  
Suction cups to maintain the desired position.

Deluxe Spa Seat Cushion Dimensions: 
37 cm (L) x 14 cm (H) x 27 cm (W) 

SPA BOOSTER SEAT
LSS220

This comfortable and attractive design features heavy duty, heat resistant 
material and suction cups to prevent the seat from floating or moving.  
 
The firmness and size can be adjusted by the amount of water used to fill it. 
Easily filled with a standard garden hose.

Spa Booster Seat Dimensions:
137.50 cm (L) x 9.50 cm (H) x 36 cm (W) 

NEW

Suction Cups

DELUXE SPA PILLOW
LSP250

Slim plush pillow providing the ultimate in cushioned comfort. 
Features a weighted end and suction cup hold for various 
custom applications. Colour impregnated material that lessens 
the long term chemical fading. The waterproof and nonporous 
surface makes it easy to wipe over and keep clean. 
Compliments most spas, hot tubs and spa baths. 

Deluxe Spa Pillow Dimensions: 
26 cm (L) x 16 cm (H) x 3.5 cm (D) 
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LIFESTYLE

RESISTANCE BELT
LFB100

High density material for perfect neutral buoyancy and vertical balance 
in water whilst doing cardio and strength training.

Kit Includes:
• 1 x Core Belt

FITNESS KIT
LFB200

Variable directional resistance with the turn of the wrist.  
Dumbbells give added balance during a workout, increasing  
flexibility while strengthening muscles and building endurance.  
Ankle cuffs create resistance in the water during the workout.

Kit Includes:
• 2 x Resistance Dumbbells 
• 2 x Resistance Ankle Cuffs - Weight 1.5lb / 680g each
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NOTES:
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